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The expansion of the observed universe appears to be accelerating. A simple explanation of this
phenomenon is provided by the non-vanishing of the cosmological constant in the Einstein equations.
Arguments are commonly presented to the effect that this simple explanation is not viable or not
sufficient, and therefore we are facing the “great mystery” of the “nature of a dark energy”. We
argue that these arguments are unconvincing, or ill-founded.
I. INTRODUCTION
“Arguably the greatest mystery of humanity today is
the prospect that 75% of the universe is made up of a
substance known as ‘dark energy’ about which we have
almost no knowledge at all.”
This is the opening sentence of a (good) popularization
article on dark energy [1]. It is just an example, out of
very many that can be found in the popular-science and
in the technical [2, 3] literature, of how the ‘dark-energy’
issue is perceived by many scientists, and presented to
the large public.
We argue here that there is something scientifically
very wrong in this presentation. There is no “great mys-
tery”, in an accelerated expansion of the universe. This is
a phenomenon which is clearly predicted and simply de-
scribed by well-understood current physical theory. It is
well understood in the context of general relativity, which
naturally includes a cosmological constant. We argue be-
low that the common theoretical objections against this
interpretation of the acceleration are either weak, or ill-
founded.
The Lambda-Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model, which
is today the standard model in cosmology, assumes the
presence of the cosmological term in the Einstein’s equa-
tions. This model is “almost universally accepted by cos-
mologists as the best description of the present data” [13].
What we say here does not mean that there is no interest
in exploring theoretical explanations of the acceleration
alternative to the ΛCDM model. Good science demands
us to be a priori skeptical of any theory, even when it
works well, and always explore alternatives. Even less
are our observations criticisms to the observational work
aiming at testing the ΛCDM scenario. Exploring alterna-
tive theoretical explanations, and pushing the empirical
test of all the theories we have, is obviously good science.
But what we say does mean that it is misleading to
talk about “a mystery” (not to mention “the greatest
mystery of humanity”), for a phenomenon that has a
current simple and well-understood explanation within
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current physical theories.
It is especially wrong to talk about a mysterious “sub-
stance” to denote dark energy. The expression “sub-
stance” is inappropriate and misleading. It is like saying
that the centrifugal force that pushes out from a merry-
go-round is the “effect of a mysterious substance”.
There are three stories (of very different kind) that
are routinely told in presenting the difficulties of the cos-
mological constant scenario. These are: i. The alleged
historical rejection of the cosmological constant by Ein-
stein, and then by the general-relativity community. ii.
The coincidence problem. iii. The enormous difference
between the small value of the cosmological constant re-
vealed by the cosmic acceleration and the large value that
can be derived from quantum field theory. We believe
that there is confusion, either historical or conceptual, in
each one of these three stories, as commonly presented,
and we discuss them below.
There is probably nothing very original in this note.
The points we make here can be heard in discussions
among physicists. However, for some reason they do
not have much space in the dark-energy literature. We
though it appropriate to make them available in writing.
II. EINSTEIN GREATEST BLUNDER
As well known, in the context of his seminal cosmologi-
cal work [5], Einstein considered the possibility of adding
the cosmological term to his field equations
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8piGTµν →
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν + λgµν = 8piGTµν , (1)
but then referred to this step as his “greatest blunder”
[6]. Why should have Einstein considered the addition of
the λ term such a great blunder?
The story often told is that Einstein was unhappy with
this term since it allegedly spoiled the beauty of the the-
ory. The cosmological term in the Einstein equations is
often called “infamous”, and said to ruin the simplicity
of general relativity. This is nonsense, and has nothing
to do with Einstein’s reason to talk of a “greatest blun-
der”. Between 1912 and 1915, Einstein had published
all sort of wrong equations for the gravitational field (see
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2for instance [7]) – not to mention articles that are math-
ematically wrong, as Einstein himself later conceded (for
instance the claim that DeSitter universe must contain
matter [8]). He later corrected his wrong equations and
wrong conclusions, and never thought that a physically
wrong published equation should be thought as a “great
blunder”. Why then a great blunder, even the “greatest
blunder” with the cosmological constant?
The reason is that –with hindsight– Einstein had been
really stupid in his –otherwise spectacular– early cosmo-
logical work. His general-relativity equations imply that
the universe cannot be static. Had he been more coura-
geous, he could have easily predicted that the universe is
not static: it either expands or contracts. He could have
predicted in 1917 the expansion of the universe, for which
the first hints of empirical evidence were just emerging,
and which was then commonly accepted only after Hub-
ble’s 1929 work. But Einstein did not find the courage
to believe his own theory and made a very unnatural ef-
fort to force the theory into being consistent with the
the static character of the universe that was commonly
assumed at the time. The man who had the courage to
tell everybody that their ideas on space and time had to
be changed, then did not dare predicting an expanding
universe, even if his jewel theory was saying so.
But Einstein blunder was worse than this, and truly
“great”: in order to force his theory into being consistent
with stability, the key point was not so much adding the
λ term, but rather the rude hypothesis that the value of λ
exactly matched the energy density ρ of matter (and this
exactly matched the radius of the universe), so to have
equilibrium between the attractive (conventional) grav-
itational force and the repulsive cosmological-constant
force. For a closed homogeneous and isotropic universe
of radius a, the equations (1) reduce to the Friedmann
equation (
a˙
a
)2
≡ H2 = 8piG
3
ρ+
λ
3
− 1
a2
(2)
and to have a static universe, namely a˙ ≡ da/dt = 0,
Einstein demanded
λ = 4piGρ = a−2. (3)
This exact balance is absurdly ad hoc. But this is not
yet the worse. The worse part of the story is that such
an effort was bad mathematics and bad physics anyway.
For ordinary matter ρ scales with a as ρ ∼ a−3. Taking
the time derivative of the previous equation, and using
(3), one finds easily for a = a0 + δa
1
a
d2a
dt2
=
1
3
(λ− 4piGρ) ∼ (4piGρ)δa; (4)
that is, the resulting equilibrium is unstable. This means
that Einstein effort to force the theory into predicting
a stable static universe was misguided anyway, with or
without cosmological constant! Einstein missed this in-
stability, which any graduate student could check today
in a few lines (it was pointed out by Eddington a few
years later [10]).
Einstein had in his hands a theory that predicted the
cosmic expansion (or contraction) without cosmological
constant, with a generic value of the cosmological con-
stant, and even, because of the instability, with a fine-
tuned value of the cosmological constant. But he never-
theless chose to believe in the fine-tuned value, goofed-
out on the instability, and wrote a paper claiming that his
equations were compatible with a static universe! These
are facts. No surprise that later he referred to all this as
his “greatest blunder”: he had a spectacular prediction
in his notebook and contrived his own theory to the point
of making a mistake about stability, just to avoid making
... a correct prediction! Even a total genius can be silly,
at times.
Why is this relevant for the debate about the cosmo-
logical constant? Because short-cutting this story into
reporting that Einstein added the cosmological term and
then declared this his “greatest blunder” is to charge the
cosmological term with a negative judgment that Ein-
stein certainly never meant.
In fact, it may not even be true that Einstein intro-
duced the λ term because of cosmology. He probably
knew about this term in the gravitational equations much
earlier than his cosmological work. This can be deduced
from a footnote of his 1916 main work on general relativ-
ity [9] (the footnote is on page 180 of the English version).
Einstein derives the gravitational field equations from a
list of physical requirements. In the footnote, he notices
that the field equations he writes are not the most gen-
eral possible ones, because there are other possible terms.
The cosmological term is one of these (the notation “λ”
already appears in this footnote).
The most general low-energy second order action for
the gravitational field, invariant under the relevant sym-
metry (diffeomorphisms) is
S[g] =
1
16piG
∫
(R[g]− 2λ)√g, (5)
which leads to (1). It depends on two constants, the
Newton constant G and the cosmological constant λ, and
there is no physical reason for discarding the second term.
From the point of view of classical general relativity,
the presence of the cosmological term is natural and a
vanishing value for λ would be more puzzling than a finite
value: the theory naturally depends on two constants; the
fact that some old textbooks only stress one (G) is only
due to the fact that the effects of the second (λ) had not
been observed yet.
In gravitational physics there is nothing mysterious in
the cosmological constant. At least nothing more myste-
rious than the Maxwell equations, the Yang-Mills equa-
tions, the Dirac equation, or the Standard Model equa-
tions. These equations contain constants whose values
we are not able to compute from first principles. The
cosmological constant is in no sense more of a “mystery”
3than any other among the numerous constants in our
fundamental theories.
III. COSMIC COINCIDENCE
Suppose that the history of the universe is well de-
scribed by the Einstein equations with cosmological con-
stant. Then there is something curious going on. On a
generic cosmological solutions, the Friedmann equation
reads
H2 =
8piG
3
ρ+
λ
3
− k
a2
(6)
where k = 1, 0,−1 for closed, spatially flat, and non-flat
open universes, respectively (the k = 1 case is (2).) To
compare the size of the three terms in the right hand side
of this equation it is custom to divide the equation by the
left hand side and define
Ωm =
8piGρ
3H2
, ΩΛ =
λ
3H2
, Ωk = − k
a2H2
, (7)
so that
Ωm + ΩΛ + Ωk = 1. (8)
Let us open a parenthesis about Ωk first. Observation
appears to point towards Ωm + ΩΛ ∼ 1 within a few
percent, and therefore constrain Ωk to be small compared
to unity. See Figure 1. This means that the universe is
approximately flat on the scale of our horizon. More
precisely, (from the last equation in (7)) the radius of
the spatial universe (a) is at least about one order of
magnitude larger that the radius of the visible universe
(∼ H−1).
In a very analogous situation, humanity made a well
known mistake: from the observation that the Earth is
approximately flat within the visible horizon, it was con-
cluded that the Earth is flat.
So, we believe that perhaps one should not jump to
the conclusion that the spacial universe is flat either, as
it is often done. (On this, see also [11].) Our own prej-
udice is in favor of a large but closed universe (for the
same reasons for which a flat infinite Earth is conceptu-
ally unpalatable), and one may want to read this in the
data (look at Figure 1 with more attention1). Whatever
the prejudice, observational evidence is consistent with
k = 0 but is far from selecting out only this possibility.
For the sake of the present discussion, however, let
us assume that Ωk = 0, close the parenthesis, and con-
sider the other two parameters. According to the λCDM
model,
Ωm = Ωb + Ωdark matter (9)
1 Reference [11] gives Ωm + ΩΛ = 1.054
+0.048
−0.041 implying k = +1.
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Figure 1.1: Confidence level contours of 68.3%, 95.4% and 99.7% in the ΩΛ–Ωm
plane from the Cosmic Microwave Background, Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations and
the Union SNe Ia set, as well as their combination (assuming w = −1). [Courtesy
of Kowalski et al. [22]]
Ωm + ΩΛ ≈ 1), the best-fit values are Ωm ≈ 0.3 and ΩΛ ≈ 0.7. Most results in the
literature are consistent with Einstein’s w = −1 cosmological constant case.
For example, Kowalski et al. [22] deduced from SNe Ia combined with CMB and
Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) data (see next section), assuming a flat universe,
that w = −0.97 ± +0.06 ± 0.06 (stat, sys) and Ωm = 0.274 ± 0.016 ± 0.012. Similarly
Kessler et al. [24] estimated w = −0.96± 0.06± 0.12 and Ωm = 0.265± 0.016± 0.025, but
they note a sensitivity to the light-curve fitter used.
Future experiments will aim to set constraints on the cosmic equation of state w(z).
However, given the integral relation between the luminosity distance and w(z), it is not
straightforward to recover w(z) (e.g., Ref. 25).
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FIG. 1: Confidence level contours of 68.3%, 95.4% and 99.7%
in the ΩΛ − Ωm plane from the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground, Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations and the Union SNe
Ia set, as well as their combination [12]. A value above the
“Flat” line indicates a closed universe.
and observation gives [13]
Ωb ∼ 0.0227± 0.0006,
Ωλ ∼ 0.74± 0.03. (10)
Hence “da k energy” is roughly 30 times bigger that the
observed matter energy (and 2.5 times the energy density
that includes dark matter). These are observed facts.
Now the standard “coincidence” argument against the
credibility of this scenario is the following. Since matter
density scales with the third power of the inverse scale
factor for ordinary baryonic matter (dust),
ρb(a) ∼ 0.0227 a−3H2o (11)
(where Ho is the present value of H) while ρΛ(a) = λ/3
is independent from a, the dynamics of a generic expand-
ing universe will be first dominated by the matter term
ρb, and later be dominated by the cosmological constant
term ρΛ. Only in a “brief” intermediate phase will the
two terms be of the same order of magnitude. But (10)
indicates that we are precisely in this intermediate phase.
This is a strange “coincidence” that indicates that we live
in a peculiar moment of the history of the universe. Say
we want to hold a “cosmological principle” stating that
we are not in a special place in the universe, in space
4or in time. Thus, there is a contradiction between the
ΛCDM model and such a cosmological principle: to be-
lieve that the observed acceleration is caused by a cosmo-
logical term in Einstein equations requires us to believe
also that we are in a very special moment of the history of
the universe. This is the “coincidence argument” against
the cosmological constant scenario.
Probability arguments are often tricky and should be
handled with care. We think the argument above is in-
correct, for two reasons.
First, if the universe expands forever, as in the stan-
dard ΛCDM model, then we cannot assume that we are in
a random moment of the history of the universe, because
all moments are “at the beginning” of a forever-lasting
time.
Hence we can only reasonably ask whether or not we
are in a special point in a time span of the same order
of magnitude of our own cosmic time. Let us, say, triple
the current age tH of the universe, and ask whether we
are in a special moment in the history of the universe
between t = 0 and t = 3tH . Common plots in cosmology
appear to indicate so, but these plots are usually in log-
arithmic scale. Why should we use equiprobability on a
logarithmic scale? More reasonable is to use equiproba-
bility in proper time, or in the size of the scale factor a.
Let’s choose the second (the conclusion is not affected).
Let’s plot the values of ρb and ρΛ as they evolve with
a. These are given in Figure 2 as functions of a and in
Figure 3 as functions of ln a. At present, the ratio of the
two is more than one order of magnitude and less than
two orders of magnitudes. Consider the region where the
two densities are within two orders of magnitude from
each other. This is the interval of the a axis in which the
dotted curve is within the grey band, namely the interval
of the a axis between the two dotted vertical lines. This
interval includes more than half of the total interval in a
considered.
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FIG. 2: Dark energy (continuous line) and baryon energy
(dashed line) as a function of the size a of the Universe. The
two are within two orders of magnitudes from one another (as
they are today (a = a(tH) = 1), for all the interval included
between the two vertical dashed lines, namely for the major
part of the history of the universe, on our time scale.
From this point of view, the “coincidence problem”
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FIG. 3: Same as Figure 2, but in a logarithmic scale for the
scale factor (from Planck to cosmic scale).
is put back into perspective. It is not a problem of a
fine-tuned coincidence. It is rather an issue of order of
magnitudes: why is the order of magnitude tH compa-
rable with the one determined by λ? That is, applying
the cosmological principle to orders of magnitude, why
do we happen to live in an age of the universe which is
not many orders of magnitudes smaller or larger?
Here comes the second objection to the coincidence
argument: the cosmological principle cannot be applied
uncritically, as was pointed out by Robert Dicke [14] in
1961 and convincingly argued by Brandon Carter [15] in
1973. For instance, a rigorous application of the cosmo-
logical principle would lead us to expect that the density
around us must be of the same order of magnitude as
the average density of the universe (which is manifestly
false); or, to put it visually, that the Earth is mostly cov-
ered by land and not oceans (most humans observe land
and not water around them.) Humans do not live in a
random location on Earth. They leave on land and not
on water. Our civilization is not located in a random lo-
cation in the universe: it is located on a very high peak
on the density fluctuations, far out of statistics. This ob-
servation is a very mild form of anthropic principle. This
is a form of anthropic principle that cannot be rejected
even by those (like us) who most furiously oppose the use
of anthropic-principle arguments in theoretical physics.
In order for us to comfortably exist and observe it, we
must be on land and not on water, inside a galaxy and
not in intergalactic space, and in a period of the history
of the universe where a civilization like ours could exist.
Namely when heavy elements abound, but the universe
is not dead yet. Since the universe evolves, this period
is not too long, on a logarithmic scale: it cuts out scales
much shorter or much longer than ours.
To summarize, in a universe with the of value of λ
like in our universe, it is quite reasonable that humans
exist during those 10 or so billions years when Ωb and Ωλ
are within a few orders of magnitude from each other.
Not much earlier, when there is nothing like the Earth,
not much later when stars like ours will be dying. Of
course there is nothing rigorous in these arguments. But
this is precisely the point: there is nothing rigorous or
5convincing in the coincidence argument.
One sits through many seminars in which the speaker
motivates his search for an alternative to the cosmological
constant scenario with the coincidence argument... and
then discusses an alternative suffering precisely for the
same alleged difficulty!
The coincidence argument is very weak: it cannot be
applied towards the future because of the infinity of fu-
ture in the current scenario; it fails towards the past un-
less one assumes equi-probability on a logarithmic scale,
which has no ground; and is based on a version of the
cosmological principle which is known to fail on many
other situations (such as the density of the universe).
IV. THE VACUUM ENERGY IN QUANTUM
FIELD THEORY
Finally, let us come to the argument that many consid-
ered the strongest against the cosmological constant sce-
nario: the quartic divergence of the vacuum energy den-
sity in quantum field theory (QFT). To begin with, here
is a naive version of the argument: a formal quantization
of a field theory leads to a divergent energy for the vac-
uum state. If we assume that divergences are controlled
by a physical cut-off, say at the Planck scale MP , then
the theory predicts a Planck-scale vacuum energy. This
behaves like an effective cosmological constant. There-
fore one can say that QFT predicts the existence of a
cosmological constant. This sounds good. However, the
predicted cosmological constant has a value
λQFT ∼ c4M2P /~2 ∼ 1087s−2, (12)
which is about 120 orders of magnitude larger that the
observed one:
λ ∼ 10−35s−2. (13)
Thus, the cosmological constant is predicted by particle
physics, but the prediction is quantitatively wrong by 120
orders of magnitude (“The worst theoretical prediction in
the history of physics” [16]).
Here is a more refined version of the argument, which
does not require talking about infinities. A given QFT
with a finite cut-off M can be interpreted as an effec-
tive theory, valid at energy scales well below M , obtained
from a more complete, high-energy theory, by integrating
away the high-energy modes. If we start from the high-
energy theory and integrate the high-energy modes, the
physical constants in the theory get renormalized by the
radiative corrections due to the high-energy modes, and
scale. In general, a dimensionful constant will be taken
to the scale M by this process, unless it is protected by
some mechanism (such as a symmetry). If such mech-
anism is at work, then the dimensionful constant will
scale at most logarithmically (hence not much) between
the scale M and low energy. In principle, it could still be
small at low energy, if it happens that its bare value at
high energy exactly –or almost exactly– compensates the
radiative corrections; but this would demand an “unnat-
ural” coincidence between bare value and radiative cor-
rections. Hence it is reasonable to postulate a “natural-
ness principle”, and expect that no low-energy constant
scales polynomially unless protected. Thus, in the low-
energy theory naturalness implies that we do not expect
to see a constant that scales quadratically (like a mass)
–or, worse, quartically– unless some specific mechanism
like a symmetry protects it [17].
The classical action that describe the world at the best
of our current knowledge is the action
S[φ, g] = SSM[φ, g] +
1
16piG
∫
(R[g] + λ)
√
g (14)
where we have collectively denoted φ the ensemble of
the “matter” (that is: fermion, gauge and Higgs) fields
and SSM is the Standard Model lagrangian written on
a curved spacetime. To study the corresponding quan-
tum theory, we can expand the fields around a vacuum
solution
φ = φ0 + δφ, (15)
g = η + h, (16)
where η is the Minkowski metric, and compute perturba-
tively the effective action
Γ[φ, g] = S[φ, g] + ~Γ1[φ, g] + ... (17)
which is the Legendre transform of E[jφ, jg] formally de-
fined as
eiE[jφ,jg] =
∫
D[φ]D[g] eiS[φ,g]+i
∫
φjφ+i
∫
gjg . (18)
Already at one loop, we obtain a term
Γ[φ, g] = S[φ, g] +
∫
Λ(M)
√
g + ... (19)
which on purely dimensional grounds will contain contri-
butions of order
Λ(M) = O(M4) (20)
in the cut-off M . This term renormalizes λ in (14)
λ
16piG
−→ λ
16piG
+ Λ(M) ≡ λQFT
16piG
(21)
(notice that there is no Planck constant in λ16piG , which is
a classical constant; the Planck constant enters in Λ(M).)
If we take a cut-off of the order of the Planck mass MP ,
we have
Λ(M) ∼M4P (22)
which gives (12); but we do not need to assume that
the theory is valid up to the Planck mass to find the
problem. It is sufficient to cut-off the theory, for instance,
6at around M = M100GeV ∼ 100GeV , where we know
electrons are still point-like, and calculate electron-loops
contributions to Λ. These are still 55 orders of magnitude
larger than the observed λ.
No fully convincing mechanism to protect λ from the
scaling (21) is currently known; therefore QFT indicates
that λ should take a value λQFT of the order of the cut-off.
Naturalness –which has often proven fruitful in particle
physics, yielding remarkable predictions– indicates that
in the real world there should be something that we have
not yet understood, preventing λ from scaling so much.
The problem is similar (but worse) to the problem
given by the Higgs mass, which scales quadratically in
the standard model, and can be taken as an indication
that “there is something we have not yet understood” in
Higgs physics.
All this is convincing, and indicates that there is still
much we do not know in QFT, regarding the mass of the
Higgs, the mechanisms that protects λ from scaling, and
certainly more.
But what has all this to do with the question whether
in (very) low-energy physics the physical value of the
cosmological constant is zero or is small?2
The question of whether or not there is a cosmological
term λ in the low-energy classical Einstein equations, is
independent from the question of what is the mechanism
that protects this term (zero or small) from being scaled-
up to a high scale by radiative corrections. The first
question pertains to low-energy gravitational physics; the
second pertains to high-energy particle physics. The two
are independent in the sense that the second question ex-
ists independently from the answer to the first. The first
has been already answered by observation, as it should:
the cosmological term in the Einstein equations does not
vanish. The second is open, and has not been changed
much by the observations that λ 6= 0. It is just one of
the numerous open problems in high-energy physics.
We think that the origin of the confusion is that there
are two distinct ways of viewing the cosmological term in
the action. The first is to assume that this term is nothing
else than the effect of the quantum fluctuations of the
vacuum. Namely that λ = 0 in (21) and the observed
acceleration is entirely due to the radiative corrections Λ
(in the above notation). The second view is that there is a
term λ in the bare gravitational lagrangian, which might
(or might not) be renormalized by radiative corrections.
The two points of view are physically different. We think
that the common emphasis on the first point of view is
wrong.
In other words, it is a mistake to identify the cosmo-
logical constant λ with the zero point energy Λ of a QFT,
2 One might argue that a mechanism (not yet found) that could
protect the cosmological constant from growing too big, would
also force it to zero. But this would simply mean that such par-
ticular hypothetical mechanism is not the correct one operating
in nature.
for the same reason one should not a priori identify the
charge of the electron with its radiative corrections.
If we get confused about this, we make a funny logi-
cal mistake. We have an observed physical phenomenon
(the accelerated expansion). A simple physical theory ex-
plains it (general relativity with nonvanishing λ). How-
ever, particle physics claims that it can provide an inde-
pendent understanding of the phenomenon (a cosmologi-
cal term entirely produced by vacuum fluctuation). So we
discard the simple explanation. But the new understand-
ing goes wrong quantitatively (by 120 orders of magni-
tude). Now, every reasonable person would conclude that
there is something missing in the particle-physics argu-
ment; especially knowing that the argument is already
known to be wrong in flat space. But this is not the con-
clusion that is usually defended. Rather, it is claimed
that what is unacceptable, and needs to be changed is
the first simple explanation of the phenomenon!
There is no known natural way to derive the tiny cos-
mological constant that plays a role in cosmology from
particle physics. And there is no understanding of why
this constant is not renormalized to a high value. But
this does not means that there is something mysterious
in the cosmological constant itself: it means that there is
something we do not understand yet in particle physics.
What could this be?
Let us come back to physics and to the simplest reading
of the vacuum energy. The QFT vacuum energy is simple
to understand: a harmonic oscillator of frequency ω has
a vacuum energy E0 =
1
2~ω. As a dynamical system,
a free field in a box is equivalent to a collection of one
oscillator with frequency ωk per oscillation mode k of
the field. Hence the quantum field will have a vacuum
energy E0 =
1
2~
∑
k ωk. The modes in a finite box are
infinite, and ωk grows with k, hence E0 diverges. This is
the simplest example of QFT divergence.
Does this large energy exist for real? That is, does it
have observable effects? In particular: does it act as a
source for the gravitational field, as all forms of energy
are known to do? Does it have a gravitational mass (and
therefore an inertial mass)?
An effect commonly put forward to support the “real-
ity” of such a vacuum energy is the Casimir effect. But
the Casimir effect does not reveal the existence of a vac-
uum energy: it reveals the effect of a “change” in vacuum
energy, and it says nothing about where the zero point
value of this energy is. In fact, simple physical argu-
ments indicate that the vacuum energy, by itself, cannot
be “real” in the sense of gravitating: if it did, any empty
box containing a quantum field would have a huge mass,
and we could not move it with a force, since gravitational
mass is also inertial mass.3 On physical grounds, vacuum
3 The relation between the Casimir effect and vacuum energy has
been criticized by several authors, on various grounds. For in-
stance by Jaffe, who concludes in [18] that : “... no known phe-
7energy does not gravitate.
A shift in vacuum energy does gravitate. This is nicely
illustrated by an example discussed by Polchinski in [3]:
the one-loop correction to the electrostatic energy of the
nucleus given by the electron loop in Figure 4a. The
loop shifts the electrostatic energy by a relative amount
of order α ln(meRnuc)/4pi ∼ 10−3. In different nuclei,
electrostatic energy contributes differently to the total
mass. For instance it is roughly 10−3 in aluminum and
3 × 10−3 in platinum. Precision experiments by Dicke
(again) and others indicate that aluminum and platinum
have the same ratio of gravitational to inertial mass to
one part in 1012 [19]. Therefore we know to a high preci-
sion (one part in 106) that the shift in the energy of the
nucleus due to the effect shown in Figure 4a does gravi-
tate. On the other hand, we also know empirically that
the analogous vacuum loop in Figure 4b, which is at least
of order O(M2100GeVm
2
e), does not contribute to Λ.
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Figure 2: a) Vacuum polarization contribution to the Lamb shift, coupled
to an external graviton. b) A loop correction to the electrostatic energy of a
nucleus, coupled to an external graviton.
We can think of Fig. 2 to good approximation as representing the shift
of the electron zero point energy in the environment of the atom or the
nucleus. Thus we must understand why the zero point energy gravitates in
these environments and not in vacuum, again given that our vacuum is a
rather complicated state in terms of the underlying fields. Further, if one
thinks one has an answer to this, there is another challenge: why does this
cancellation occur in our particular vacuum state, and not, say, in the more
symmetric SU(2) × U(1) invariant state of the weak interaction? It cannot
vanish in both because the electron mass is zero in the symmetric state and
not in ours, and the subleading terms in the vacuum energy (1.1) — which
are still much larger than the observed ρV — depend on this mass. Indeed,
this dependence is a major contribution to the Higgs potential (though it is
the top quark loop rather than the electron that dominates), and they play
an important role in Higgs phenomenology.
I am not going to prove that there is no mechanism that can pass these
tests. Indeed, it would be counterproductive to do so, because the most
precise no-go theorems often have the most interesting and unexpected failure
modes. Rather, I am going to illustrate their application to one interesting
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b)
Vacuum loop
Vacuum loop +
one ext. graviton
Vacuum loop +
two ext. gravitons
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Figure 1: An electron vacuum loop and its coupling to external gravitons
generate an effective cosmological constant.
gravitate in some situations. Fig. 2a shows the vacuum polarization contri-
bution to the famous Lamb shift, now coupled to an external graviton. Since
this is known to give a nonzero contribution to the energy of the atom, the
equivalence principle requires that it couple to gravity. The Lamb shift is
very small so one might entertain the possibility of a violation of the equiv-
alence principle, but this is a red herring, as there are many larger effects of
the same type.
One of these is shown in Fig. 2b, a loop correction to the electrostatic
energy of the nucleus. Aluminum and platinum have the same ratio of grav-
itational to inertial mass to one part in 1012 [6, 7]. The nuclear electrostatic
energy is roughly 10−3 of the rest energy in aluminum and 3× 10−3 in plat-
inum. Thus we can say that this energy satisfies the equivalence principle
to one part in 109. The loop graph shifts the electrostatic energy by an
amount of relative order α ln(meRnuc)/4pi ∼ 10−3 due to the running of the
electromagnetic coupling. Thus we know to a precision of one part in 106
that the effect shown in Fig. 2b actually exists. In fact, the effect becomes
much larger if we consider quark loops rather than electrons, and we do not
need precision experiments to show that virtual quarks gravitate, but we
stick with electrons because they are cleaner [8].
3
FIG. 4: a) The correction to the electrostatic energy of a nu-
cleus giv n by an electron loop coupled to an external gravi-
ton. b) the same electron loop coupled to an external gravi-
ton, in vacuum.
Why standard QFT has so much trouble adjusting to
t is straigh forward physical fact? We do not know the
answer, but there is a general consideration that may be
relevant: in which theoretical context is formulated the
argument for large radiative corrections to λ? If it is in a
context in which we disregard gravity, then a large vac-
uum energy is physically irrelevant, because the λ term
in the action (14) couples nly to the gravitation l fie d g,
and is invisible if we disregard gravity. The next option is
to formulate it in the context of perturbative QFT includ-
ing the gravitation l fiel on Minkowski space. Namely
compute (18) in the perturbative expansion (15-16).
But then there is catch: if λ (or λQFT) is different from
zero, then (φ0, η) is not a solution of the equations of
motion. This is of course because in the presence of a
cosmological constant Minkowski space is not anymore a
solution of the Einstein field equations:
Rµν [η]− 1
2
Rηµν [η] + λQFTηµν = 8piG Tµν [η, φ0] (23)
nomenon, including the Casimir effect, demonstrates that zero
point energies are “real”.
gives the false result
λQFTηµν = 0. (24)
But we cannot rely on a perturbation expansion around
a field configuration which is not a solution of the equa-
tions of motion. In fact, the tadpole graph in Figure 4b
indicates precisely that the gravitational field acquires a
vacuum expectation value which is different from the one
used in (16).
Hence we must at the very least move up to the context
of QFT on curved spacetimes [20].4 But are we sure that
the full perturbation-expansion and renormalization-
technique machinery –and especially the intuition– of
flat-space QFT is still valuable on curved spacetimes?
It may very well be that the reason there is something
unclear in the QFT conclusions about the cosmological
constant is not because of some mysterious high-energy
effect, but simply because flat space QFT does not apply
where a cosmological constant is different from zero, and
therefore spacetime is not flat.
One might object that spacetime is nearly flat locally,
and the vacuum energy is a local effect, therefore we can
work in the flat-space approximation to compute local
quantum corrections to the action. This is fine, but the
physical effect of the cosmological constant is not visi-
ble in this approximation either: it requires us to go to
very large distance, which is precisely where such local
approximation fails.
To trust flat-space QFT telling us something about
the origin or the nature of a term in Einstein equations
which implies that spacetime cannot be flat, is a delicate
and possibly misleading step. To argue that a term in
Einstein’s equati s is “problematic” because flat-space
QFT predicts it, but predicts it wrong, seems a non se-
quitur to us. It is saying that a simple explanation is
false because an ill-founded alternative explanation gives
a wrong answer.
V. CONCLUSION
First, the cosmological constant term is a completely
natural part of the Einstein equations. Einstein probably
considered it well before thinking about cosmology. His
“blunder” was not to add such a term to the equations:
his blunder was to fail to see that the equations, with
or without this term, predict expansion. The term was
never seen as unreasonable, or ugly, or a blunder, by the
general relativity research community. It received little
attention only because the real value of λ is small and its
effect was not observed until (as it appears) recently.
Second, there is no coincidence problem if we consider
equiprobability properly, and do not postulate an unrea-
4 If not to the difficult problem of a perturbative expansion in full
background independent quantum gravity [21].
8sonably strong cosmological principle, already known to
fail.
Third, we do not yet fully understand interacting quan-
tum field theory, its renormalization and its interaction
with gravity when spacetime is not Minkowski (that is, in
our real universe). But these QFT difficulties have little
bearing on the existence of a non vanishing cosmological
constant in low-energy physics, because it is a mistake
to identify the cosmological constant with the vacuum
energy density.
As mentioned in the introduction, it is good scientific
practice to push the tests of the current theories as far
as possible, and to keep studying possible alternatives.
Hence it is necessary to test the ΛCDM standard model
and study alternatives to it, as we do for all physical
theories.
But to claim that dark energy represents a profound
mystery, is, in our opinion, nonsense. “Dark energy” is
just a catch name for the observed acceleration of the uni-
verse, which is a phenomenon well described by currently
accepted theories, and predicted by these theories, whose
intensity is determined by a fundamental constant, now
being measured. The measure of the acceleration only de-
termines the value of a constant that was not previously
measured. We have only discovered that a constant that
so far (strangely) appeared to be vanishing, in fact is not
vanishing. Our universe is full of mystery, but there is
no mystery here.
To claim that “the greatest mystery of humanity today
is the prospect that 75% of the universe is made up of a
substance known as ‘dark energy’ about which we have
almost no knowledge at all” is indefensible.
Why then all the hype about the mystery of the dark
energy? Maybe because great mysteries help getting at-
tention and funding. But a sober and scientifically sound
account of what we understand and what we do not un-
derstand is preferable for science, on the long run.
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